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To start, the title of your paper *Homonyms: The Differences Found In Being the Same* is great. I really like the pun you incorporated into the title. This might seem small or insignificant but as a writer for my high school paper I learned that the title and the first paragraph are the most important parts of your paper or article. As they serve as the attention grabbers and grab my attention your title did.

Your paper’s structure was wonderful. I especially liked the way it flowed from paragraph to paragraph. It was as they say easy reading. The paragraphs lead from one topic to another very seamlessly and they did so.

Informing the readers of the definition of the word homonym was a great strategy as well. For starters it informed and made sure all readers were aware of the meaning of the word. Second and most important it allowed you to setup and structure your paper in an informative way. An informative paper style served this topic well.

Now some things that I might change about your paper might be. First off, I would incorporate some more examples maybe add another homonymous word example to your paper. This I think would really hammer home how common homonymous words are in the English language. A word like ‘bad’ would suffice.

Also you might want to elaborate a little on the importance of functional and context clues as to how the word ‘hot’ is defined or perceived in different situations.

Lastly I would surmise your paper a little differently. I would keep the text as it is. But I would refer back to your examples in the paper to create a solid example of what you are trying to say in the conclusion.